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IN THIS ISSUE�
WELCOME to our Autumn

newsletter for families, governors

and stakeholders to find out all

about what has been happening

over the past term here at 

New Bridge College! We would like

to take this opportunity to wish all

of our pupils, staff and families all

the very best for Christmas.
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INTERACT WITH US!
You can keep up with what we’re doing here at New Bridge College via our Facebook

page and through our weekly blogs. The New Bridge Group Twitter and Facebook

pages also provide regular updates from across the New Bridge family. We love to

see your feedback and comments and look forward to sharing our activities and

adventures with you!



As the Winter break and Christmas draws near and we reflect upon

a year of challenges and opportunities, it is great to look back on

the phenomenal developments New Bridge College have made

during the first term of the 2022-23 academic year. 

Firstly, I would like to thank our students for the incredible energy,

enthusiasm and commitment they all exhibit towards their studies,

achieving their learning and personal goals and being a valued

member of the College family. 

Also, I would like to commend all staff for all of their hard work

and dedication throughout this term. I am extremely proud of all

the wonderful activities and support that our staff have provided

for students and very proud of how well students have engaged in

these activities. I am privileged in my role as Head of College to

see this on a daily basis and I am looking forward to this continued

work next term in order to make further developments in the

College to enable all students to be the best that they can be.

I want to express my appreciation to our Governors for your

ongoing dedication and devotion. Similarly, I wish to thank all

parents, carers and families for your ongoing support. With you at

our side, I continue to look forward to what the future holds for

students at New Bridge College.

This has been a fantastic term to finish the 2022 year on. From

the Lumenus pathway’s performances of ‘The Lost Crown’ at

Oldham Theatre Workshop, Activ8 students developing a wider

range of sport related knowledge and experience, Digi4all students

continuing to boost their entrepreneur skills via their wonderful

‘Tintastic’ work and the Pre-Internship and Bridging the Gap

students continuing to enhance their noteworthy employability

skills. Undoubtedly, there has been something for everyone and

our students’ compassion, generosity of spirit, strong work ethos

and culture of success has been remarkable in huge ways.

I hope that students and staff will take time out with the

important people in their lives to relax over the festive period and

recharge ready for the new year. I want our students to be highly

successful. However, I firmly believe that this may not be possible

without first being happy, healthy and safe. For us all, getting this

balance can be challenging. However, I hope this Winter break, you

find that balance and enjoy quality time with your loved ones and I

look forward to welcoming you all back in

2023!

The last things left for me to say are that I

really do hope you enjoy reading our Autumn

Newsletter and please do all have a very

wonderful, enjoyable and safe Winter break.

Scott Mckeown, 

Head of New Bridge College
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Message from
Executive Head

As the end of the Autumn term arrives and Christmas is almost upon us, I would

like to express my gratitude to all our children, young people, parents, carers,

staff and governors. In my role I am fortunate enough to have an overview

across New Bridge School, New Bridge Learning Centre and New Bridge College.

Everywhere I go, I'm inspired by the caring approach we have for each other,

the passion we have for learning, and the creativity and innovation that drives

our continuing success. I see the vital role that every one of us plays in each

individual’s learning and development, and I witness the way in which we all

work together to ensure every child and young person achieves the best

possible outcomes.  We couldn’t achieve this without the trust we have in each

other. I therefore thank you all for your continued commitment and I know that

we will continue to collaborate in this way in 2023. 

In the meantime, I wish you all a restful holiday, I hope each of you finds time

to do the things you love with the people you love, and I look forward to seeing

you again in the new year.

Regards

Gavin Lyons

Executive Headteacher



MESSAGE FROM Cathy Williams, CHAIR OF GOVERNORS

I would like to wish everyone a happy Christmas from all the Governors.  

This term it has been lovely to see the focus on Student Voice across all

three sites. The student councils go from strength to strength. Students are

being consulted on issues which matter to them and are learning that their

voices are important. Work is now being done on gathering the views of

students who have difficulty expressing themselves verbally, using Talking

Mats. 

These are used to allow young people to make choices using signs and

symbols. Some students are being trained to support others in using these. 

After such a busy term I hope everyone enjoys a well earned break over the

festive period. 

Cathy Williams  

Chair of Governors  

New Bridge Learning Centre

Cathy Williams

Chair of Governors



The first term of the academic year has been jam-packed! To widen the Lumenus curriculum,

we have introduced a performing arts BTEC qualification. The qualification assesses students

on a theoretical and practical basis. At the infancy of their accreditation, Lumenus have

completed the ‘Being Organised’ unit.

Going into the Christmas break, our young people have studied ‘Using a Stimulus for a

performance’. The unit will test and assess

students practically, on stage.

This work has been a development of short

devised pieces inspired by ‘The Snow Queen.’

The Snow Queen was the stimulus that was

given to students. Our students have taken

part in drama, movement, stage fighting and

musical workshops. They have worked with

arts professionals, to develop their ideas and

choice of style, to devise a modern fairy-tale

called ‘The Lost Crown.’

The Lost Crown is about a Princess whose

parents wanted her to get married. However,

she had other plans. In search for her

Lumenus 



husband, the princess realised that she

doesn’t need a suitor. The group performed

fantastically well and delivered a great show.

Also this year, we watched an immersive

piece of theatre called “You Stand Accused”.

You Stand Accused is an interactive theatre

project commissioned by Oldham Youth

Council and Oldham Council aimed to educate

and inspire young people to be proactive

about confronting hate crime and hate

speech in their communities. 

Students were placed in the shoes of a hate

crime ‘offender’ and our immersive theatre

experience will take place in a correction

centre. Our Lumenus students got the

chance to hear victim’s stories and see first-hand the consequences of hate crime activity.

This powerful experience helped them

understand what ‘hate crime’ and ‘hate

speech’ is and the impact it has on its many

victims. The students and staff had a really

insightful experience.

As lovers of the theatre, we jumped at the

chance to attend Disney’s theatrical, award

winning classic ‘The Lion King’.  The whole

team had a wonderful time, taking in different

components of the performance and taking

inspiration to implement into their own work.

Lumenus have music lessons to enhance their stage presence and to build confidence on

stage. We have acquired new pieces of equipment, such a fantastic P.A system, to create

more productive and meaningful learning experiences.

This term, Lumenus have been exploring rap

music and its origin. We have also had a

number of workshop leaders and

practitioners that have worked with us. Katie,

from Touchdown Dance, has delivered weekly

movement therapy sessions to the students.

Katie has also made a big contribution to the

Christmas show. Lumenus have loved working

with Katie and we’d like to say a massive

thank you for her contributions.



Alex, from The Oldham Coliseum, kicked off

preparations for the Christmas show with a

practical mind map to explore different ideas

and themes of theatre.

In Lumenus, we have a weekly Drama

Queen/King award. The award goes to the

student who has excelled in their pathway

lessons that week. This term we have had

lots of drama kings and drama queens! Here

are some of them.  

Lumenus planned and

hosted a Christmas

breakfast for the New

Bridge group Exec Team.

The objective of the

Christmas breakfast was

to develop and enhance

communication and

interaction skills. This

project was put in place to help students collaborate and interact with their peers to achieve

a common goal. 

Lumenus thoroughly planned their event and were 5-

star hosts! We had front of house staff and project

managers; each student had their own role. Students

organised an amazing Christmas grazing breakfast table

that blew their guests away. Lumenus were friendly and

hospitable hosts and showed huge development in their

communication and interaction skills. 

We have had an extremely productive and successful

first half-term and we look forward to continuing on an

upward trajectory in 2023! Finally, the Lumenus staff

team would like to wish everyone a wonderful Christmas

and New Year. 

Louise Preston



What an exciting, thought-provoking and jam-packed term we have had in

English! 

We have focused on the theme of Crime and Punishment. Pupils have been

exploring notorious crime stories, local incidents and contemporary issues

such as: the glamorisation of murder, cyber criminals, human trafficking

and county lines. From the Moors Murderers to the Tinder Swindler, pupils

have been asking questions like: Do celebrities perpetrate drug problems

within society? Is Netflix responsible for the modern murderer? Does our

justice system turn a blind-eye to certain crimes? 

In Autumn 1, pupils took part in an in-depth assessment and feedback process. They undertook initial

assessments and set themselves personal targets to work on throughout the Autumn term. It was fantastic to

see pupils identify their strengths and areas for improvement. Pupils also began to practice for their speaking

and listening assessments. 

In Autumn 2, pupils have worked extremely hard on the development of their reading skills. Pupils have explored

the three different ways of reading that allow them to find the information they want quickly and accurately.

They have studied texts such as police reports, news articles and wanted posters to understand the different

purposes of texts. Furthermore, they have studied the use of language features and have practiced the

comparison of texts. Pupils have also continued to work on their speaking and listening skills through thoughtful

discussions and debate around controversial issues. 

In our final weeks of the term, pupils were assessed for a second time to measure their reading progress. In just

four weeks, every single one of our pupils has either improved on their reading score or passed their reading

paper; this is an outstanding achievement and a testament to their hard work. We are so proud of their effort,

dedication and engagement with the curriculum so far and it has been a joy to see them interested and excited

about their learning. 

Below, some of our pupils have kindly offered to share their experiences of this term.  

“In English this half-term, I have done quite a lot. Crime and Punishment was our theme. So far in English, we

have done notorious killers like Ian Brady and Myra Hindley (who killed Keith Bennett). We have learned about

The Tinder Swindler aka Simon Hayut who used the social media app Tinder and went around tricking women

for their money. Also, with Miss Letcher, I have developed my reading skills. I did that by reading articles on

these people or other tasks.”

“I have really, really enjoyed our Crime and Punishment topic. I think it is something we should talk about more.

It is important that we don’t always think of murderers as just bad people and we think about what is going on

in their mind or why they do the things they do.” 

After the Christmas break, we will continue to work on this topic but we

will be focusing on our writing skills. We will also continue to work on our

speaking and listening assessments.

The English department would like to wish you all a very Merry Christmas.

We hope all of our pupils enjoy a well-deserved break and create wonderful

memories with their loved ones. 

Chloe and Abbie

English 



Pre Intern
A Day in the Life of Dylan

A Day in the Life of Dylan @

Hi my name is Dylan and I am an ex Lumenus pathway student currently undertaking

the Pre-Internship pathway at New Bridge College.

My first placement is at David Lloyd Clubs in Middleton, I am really enjoying learning

work skills in the Clubroom restaurant. I think it is fantastic I am learning new things

such as working as part of a team.

I am learning good manners and communication skills by saying hello to the staff on

reception, then I put my belongings away in the staff room before I begin my day of

work experience which starts at 10 am and finishes at 2 pm.

Here I am working front of house helping to serve beverages for customers, I am

learning where tables are but I feel I am becoming good at it already, this was only

my second day on placement.

Here I am with Marissa a member of

staff that showed me how to make

Lattes and Cappucinos and I helped to

make sure the preparation area was

clean and tidy.

Another important job I like to do is to

stock the fridges front of house. Making

sure the canteen area is fully stocked

with different drinks.



Finally it was really nice to serve my Mum

and Dad who came to visit me at my

work placement. I served them both a

coffee and a cold drink. They were really

happy to see me working and it made me

feel good about myself.



Activ8 
‘The Arnold Festival’, at N.E.C, Birmingham, was our first major

event of the academic year. 

The Arnold festival is an annual celebration of all things fitness!

This was the first time that the convention was held in the UK,

and our students and staff were buzzing to be in attendance!

We hit the road and headed towards the West Midlands. We

arrived in one piece, right on cue, and full of anticipation! A

number of world class bodybuilders, fitness analysts and

athletes attended the event, much to the delight of the Activ8

and NBC team!

With so much so going on, it

was impossible to know where

to start! So, we split up and

started to explore! Mr. Newton

successfully lifted the Dug

bone and won £100 in

vouchers, in the process! Top

class sir, top class!

Declan. R, Bradley and Dan

quickly turned their attention

to the football rig. The trio

were showing off skills that

Cristiano Ronaldo would be

proud of.



The stakes were raised when Dec challenged the organiser to a game of Peña. Dec had his

back to the wall, conceding two goals. One goal away from defeat, Dec pulled clutched victory

from the jaws of defeat! He pulled off the nutmeg and won the game!

Macaulay had a wonderful day, here is what

he had to say:

“I saw various weightlifting activities, event

and competitions. The banner I saw

illustrating Arnold Schwarzenegger’s life was

a highlight.

I loved seeing how people exercised; I got to

see the type of vitamins they take and what

inspired them.

The body building competitions were my favourite. It inspired me, seeing how hard they have

worked.

I enjoyed spending the day with different people. I loved the fact that I got to go out and

experience this.” 

The Activ8 team began this academic year undergoing transition. The pathway has grown so

much that the group was split into two classes.  We now have an onsite college gym, filled

with state of the art equipment.

Earlier this term, Activ8 got their football boots on and

took to the pitch.

The team took on a number of other colleges, from

across the Greater Manchester area, in the opening

round of fixtures.   We have also entered further

football competition, The AOC Football league. Each set

of fixtures have been played in fantastic spirits and it’s

a good opportunity to broaden our horizons.

Activ8 have always stood up to the challenge, given a good account of ourselves and

represented the college superbly.

Leon has been a rock at the back; Declan was pulling the strings and Macauley got himself

stuck in!

As you can imagine, we are excited for the next set of fixtures and witnessing our team

develop.

More fixtures are on the horizon and Activ8 are relishing the challenge!



Isaan gym has been our home from home, this

term. Over the duration of the last twelve

weeks, the team have, along with coach Steve,

jumped inside the ropes and got stuck in to

some kickboxing.

Coach Steve has built a really positive rapport

with our students. Sophie.J has been enjoying

evening kickboxing sessions, at Isaan gym,

improving her skills and building her independence. As a pathway, and furthermore a college,

we look to enhance and promote independence as much as possible.

Our students have had an absolute blast! The Activ8 team

would like to extend our thanks to Steve for a fantastic

experience.

Activ8 two, like their first year counterparts, have tried their

hand at a new combat sport. Each Friday, this term, the

group have visited ‘Team greaves’ to undertake boxing! Our

young people have loved working with Marvin and, as a

college, we would like to thank him for making us feel so

welcome.

We head out and about every Thursday morning.

Whether rain or shine, we haven’t taken a backward step.

‘The Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme’ is an important part

of the curriculum, here in Activ8.

It gives our students the opportunity to visit a wider range of areas within the community,

and most importantly acquire new, transferable skills.

The primary focus, leading up to the Christmas break, has been giving students the

opportunity to sharpen their camp crafting skills and orienteering.

The group have looked to develop their team working abilities. Students have been tasked

with pitching tents, in different weather conditions and environments. Each expedition has

its own challenges, all of which our students have taken on. A tremendous team effort from

everyone!

As of September 2022, we have introduced a B-tec qualification. The accreditation is

designed to asses both theory and practical work.

While in its infancy, Mr.Newton’s Activ8 one class have focused on Basketball  Mr.Lawrence’s

Activ8 two class have worked on badminton. 



WE’RE GOING TO CHICAGO! 

Mr. Quinn, Mr. Mckeown, Mr. Bright and Mrs. Nelson joined us

for the big reveal. We’re beyond excited to share an experience

of a lifetime with our young people.

We will depart the UK, full of excitement and anticipation, on:

9th May 2023 and will return on 24th May 2023.

While we’re across the pond, we will be working closely with

another college on all things sport.

Our U.S to do list is already packed!! Activ8 will visit the Chicago

Bulls, Chicago Bears and Chicago Cubs. We can’t wait to see

everything Chicago has to offer!

Finally, the whole Activ8 team would like to wish you all a very

Happy Christmas and New Year.

Thank you to all of our parents for all of your support this year!



We're proud of you, Kian!

“I’m now into my second year into Pre-Interns and I’ve now experienced a variety of different

work placements, mostly within the catering industry; which is something I never thought I

would be able to manage.”

“Now I’m in my second year, and look at me

now, I can work more independently and have

been searching and applying for suitable jobs

within the transport industry and that’s an

industry I want to work in. I’ve recently

applied for Jobs at Metrolink and Transport

for Wales. I’ve been lucky to get a first stage

interview with Transport for Wales and it’s

based at Manchester Piccadilly. I have come

a long way from when I first started in the

Pre-interns last year and I’m proud of my

achievements. I feel more confident and

positive about my future.”



Over the whole of

December, the Digi

Pathway have been

holding stalls twice a

week (Tue, Thu) at the

Tommyfield Market Hall

and Spindles, in Oldham

where we have been

selling our Young

Enterprise product for

this year – TinTastic! 

Basically, these are empty tin

cans that would have

normally been sent to landfill

or re-cycled in a furnace – and

both of these systems affect

the environment.  Our idea

was to up-cycle the tins

instead, by using various

printing methods which we

have available here on the

Digi Pathway.  We covered

the tins with seasonal prints

(especially as Christmas was

coming) and filled them with

various chocolates and

goodies – even plants!

Amazingly, we found that we were making over

£100, sometimes £200 per day!  The public

seemed to be extremely taken with the idea and

the concept and supported the cause.  The fact

that the products also were of high quality MUST

have had something to do with this also! 

As well as the tins, we printed on empty wine

bottles that were filled with fairy lights and

these were also a popular item.

As well as using social media to advertise our

products, a local radio station has also done a

feature on TinTastic.  Oldham Community Radio

interviewed members of the team asking various

questions about our products, the story behind

them and how they are made.  Hopefully this

Digi Pathway



extra exposure will help to boost the public’s

knowledge of the product and help to increase

our sales.

Another highlight of the term was our

presentation for the Dragon’s Den which we

enter annually.  Four of the Digi students prepare

a script and a Power Point based on the current

product, TinTastic that lasts around 4 minutes

and present this via Teams to the “Dragons”, an

externally based team who offer advice to Young

Enterprise students.  The response was

outstanding!  One dragon told the students that,

after listening to presentations for most of the

day, the New Bridge one was the most

informative and well-prepared one they had heard

all day!  They offered one or two nuggets of

advice on how to make slight improvements to

the presentation but said that on the whole they

were extremely impressed.  The next time that

the students will be “in front of the Dragons” will

be in March 2023 – but this time it will be face

to face rather than via Teams!

In the midst of all of this Young Enterprise/

TinTastic preparation, another of our students

was taking part in a different Digital project.

Max Webb was chosen to take part in the Silent

Elephant Project who are a team who travel the

country choosing suitable students to take part

in a short filming project about themselves and

where they are from.  Max attended four

sessions at the Sharp Project, Manchester and

thoroughly enjoyed his experience with the

team.  This finalised with a presentation of his

film/interview which was screened in November.

And finally, while the rest of the college is

winding down for the festive season, the Digi

Pathway were still busy, out filming nativities at

various schools and sites, editing the film the

next day, re-stocking and producing more

products for the last week of sales, working the

markets and finally counting up the cash!!  It’s

been quite a term!
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